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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to clarify the influence of sarcopenia on walking in frail elderly people. The subjects were 28 elderly
people aged 65 years or over who could walk independently, attend community day-care centers. Assessment and measurement items were:
history of falls during the past year, the presence or absence of sarcopenia, characteristics of walking, lower limb muscle strength, cognitive
function, ability to perform activities of daily living (ADL), and general information. The subjects were divided into two groups depending on
the presence or absence of sarcopenia, and a comparison was made between the two groups. Five people (severe sarcopenia group) fulfilled
all evaluation items of sarcopenia and seven people (control group) did not fulfill any evaluation items. The remaining 16 fulfilled some items
but they were not included in this comparative study. The ankle joint maximum plantar flexion moment and walking velocity of the severe
sarcopenia group showed significantly lower values than the control group. This study suggested that reduced lower limb muscle strength is
not the only cause of the decrease in walking velocity in frail elderly people with sarcopenia.
Keywords: Frail elderly people, Sarcopenia, Walking velocity

Abbreviations: ADL: Activities of Daily Living; MMSE: Mini-Mental State Examination; FIM: Functional Independence Measure

Introduction
In Japan, the population of elderly people aged 65 and over
has been increasing. At the end of fiscal year 2000 when the
long-term care insurance system was enforced, the population
aged 65 and over was 22.42 million [1]. As of November 1, 2016,
the elderly population aged 65 and over has increased to 34.63
million [2]. Among elderly people aged 65 and over, the number
of people who are in a condition requiring some kind of support
or nursing care is also increasing year by year. The number of
people certified as requiring support and care was 2.47 million
people at the end of fiscal year 2000, 5.92 million people at the
end of fiscal year 2014 [1,3]. Furthermore, it is estimated that
in 2025 when the “baby-boomer generation” is over 75 years
old, it is predicted that the elderly population aged 65 and over
will reach 36.57 million people and will also further increase
thereafter [4]. As a result, there is a possibility that the number
of people who qualify for support and care may increase, so the
field of care prevention has attracted attention.
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When an elderly person suffers a fall it is liable to result in
injury such as a fracture, and this acts as a trigger to subsequent
deteriorating health [5]. According to a survey conducted in
fiscal year 2013 [6], falls and fractures are the fourth leading
cause of the need for support and long-term care, accounting for
11.8% of the total. The rate of falls in one year in elderly people
in Japan is about 10 to 20% for community-dwelling elderly
and about 20 to 40% for elderly people in care facilities [7-10].
According to a survey estimate in 2009 [11], it is reported that
medical expenses and nursing care expenses associated with
falls exceed 900 billion yen annually. In other words, in Japan,
which has a very aging society, it can be said that prevention of
falls in elderly people is an extremely important task. Falls by
elderly people occur in a variety of scenarios, but it is reported
that approximately 60% of them occur during walking [7].
Therefore, efforts to prevent falls are necessary, focusing on
walking of elderly people.
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Fall-related factors affecting the elderly fall into two main
categories: internal factors such as physical factors and external
factors such as living environment factors [12]. Among internal
factors, falls due to sarcopenia have been drawing attention in
recent years. Sarcopenia was defined as “the age-dependent
loss of skeletal muscle mass” by Rosenberg in 1989 [13]. The
prevalence of sarcopenia in elderly people over 65 in Japan
is approximately 20% [14]. According to a survey on the
relationship between sarcopenia and falls [14-15], sarcopenic
elderly people are reported to have an incidence of falls
approximately two to three times higher than those in elderly
people without sarcopenia. It is also necessary to consider not
only the one-way relationship; that sarcopenia induces a fall,
but also the opposite relationship; that the fall and the resulting
reduction in activity lead to sarcopenia. It is reported that muscle
mass differs by approximately 5% between falling and nonfalling people [16]. That is, prevention of falls and sarcopenia
is considered to be an important issue in extending healthy lifespan and reducing medical and nursing care expenses. However,
the specific relationship between falls and sarcopenia has not yet
been clarified, and concrete preventive measures have not been
established. Therefore, by focusing on sarcopenia, one of the
factors causing falls, in this study, we will clarify its relationship
with walking and clarify the mechanism of falling occurrence. By
doing so, we believe that a more effective method of intervention
for fall prevention could be established which would help avoid
the need for elderly care.

Materials and Methods
Subjects

The subjects were 28 elderly people (11 males and 17
females, 82.9 ± 5.2 years) aged 65 years and over who could
walk independently and who were attending community daycare centers. People who were unable to undergo bioelectrical
impedance analysis due to pacemakers or other medical
electronic devices, those who had a history of cerebrovascular
disorder, those who were undergoing injury treatment, and those
who had a Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score of 23
or less were excluded from the study. This study was conducted
with the approval of the medical corporation Shutaikai ethics
committee (2015.10.19), written informed consent was obtained
and the rights of the subjects were protected.

Assessments and Measurements

The history of falls over the past year was ascertained by
interview. If there was a history of falls, the number of falls, the
date, place, situation, direction and the result of falls (injury or
fracture) were recorded.

The presence or absence of sarcopenia was judged based
on the diagnostic criteria of the Asian Working Group for
Sarcopenia (AWGS) [17]. For measurement of muscular mass
(skeletal muscle mass), a body composition meter (InBody 230,
002

InBody Japan Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was used. Then, the value (kg/
m2) obtained by dividing the limb muscle mass (kg) obtained
by Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) by the square of the
height (m) was used for evaluation. Measurement of muscular
strength (grip strength) was performed using a grip strength
meter (TTM Smedlay’s Dynamo Meter 100 kg Yo II, Tsutsumi
Seisakusho Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), measuring twice each on the
left and right side, with the best value recorded. Measurement of
physical function (10 m usual walking velocity) was performed
using a stopwatch, measurement was performed twice, and the
average value was recorded.

To measure the characteristics of walking, one force plate
(Accu Gait, AMTI Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) and four digital high
vision video cameras (GZ-G5-B, JVC KENWOOD Inc., Kanagawa,
Japan) were used. We installed digital high vision video cameras
around the 4 m walking path where the force plate was installed,
and photographed walking motion from front to back and
from left and right. The sampling frequency was set to 60 Hz,
and an optical-synchronization signal generator (PH-145, DKH
Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was used for synchronization. The walking
velocity was taken as the comfortable walking velocity of each
subject and the number of times measurement was performed
was set to three on each side. Markers (diameter 15 mm) were
applied at 10 points: on both sides of each of the acromion, the
greater trochanter, the lateral joint space, the lateral malleolus,
and the head of the fifth metatarsal bone. The captured motion
picture was imported into a 3D motion analysis system (FrameDIAS V, DKH Inc., Tokyo, Japan), and the 3D spatial coordinates of
each marker were calculated. In addition, the data obtained from
the 3D spatial coordinates and the force plate were converted
into DIFF (Date Interface File Format) and then converted into
Excel format using DIFF gait and Wave Eyes, which are software
provided by the clinical gait analysis group [18]. The joint angle
and joint moment of the hip joint, knee joint, and ankle joint
during one gait cycle were calculated from the respective data
in Excel format.
Measurement of lower limb muscle strength used a muscle
strength meter (µ Tas F-1, ANIMA Inc., Tokyo, Japan). Isometric
hip joint flexion muscle strength, isometric hip joint extension
muscle strength, isometric knee joint extension muscle strength,
and isometric ankle joint plantar flexion muscle strength,
which are the major muscular strengths affecting walking,
were measured. Measurement of each muscular strength was
performed during maximum isometric contraction of about 3
seconds. Measurements were carried out twice on each side at
intervals of 30 seconds or more. Then, each maximum value was
adopted, and the value obtained by dividing the left and right
average value (kgf) by the body weight (kg) was expressed as
the muscle force value (kgf/kg). For each measurement, the
procedure was fully explained to the subjects, the subjects
practiced beforehand, and performed the test, and when the
posture was lost, the measurement was performed again.
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For evaluation of cognitive function, the Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE) was used.

To evaluate activities of daily living (ADL), the Functional
Independence Measure (FIM) was used.

Table 2: Comparison of attributes and physical characteristics of
subjects between the severe sarcopenia group and the control group.
Severe Sarcopenia
Group n = 5

Control group n = 7

Male

1 (20.0)

4 (57.1)

Age (year)

85.8 ± 4.5

81.7 ± 5.5

Need support 1

2 (40.0)

5 (71.4)

Nursing care 1

3 (60.0)

0 (0)*

General information on each subject was collected from their
medical records.

Gender n (%)

The subjects were divided into two groups: those with severe
sarcopenia (positive for all evaluation criteria) and control
group (negative for all criteria) according to the corresponding
number of criteria of sarcopenia. Attributes (gender, age, degree
of care) and physical characteristics (height, weight) of the
subjects, history of falls during the past year, each joint angle
and joint moment in one walking cycle, parameters of walking
(walking velocity, stride, walking rate), and lower limb muscle
strength were compared between the two groups. Fisher’s
direct stochastic method, chi-squared independence test, and
Mann-Whitney U test were used for comparison between the
two groups. JSTAT statistical analysis software was used for
statistical analysis, and the significance level was set at P < 0.05.

Female

Statistical analysis

Results

Table 1: Attributes (gender, age, degree of care) of the subjects.
Subjects (n)
Age (year)

Age group (n (%))
65–69

83.4 ± 5.3
0 (0)

70–79

3 (25.0)

90 over

2 (16.7)

80–89

Severe sarcopenia group (n)
Control group (n)

Degree of nursing care (n (%))

7 (58.3)
5
7

Need support 1

7 (58.3)

Nursing care 1

3 (25.0)

Need support 2
Nursing care 2
Nursing care 3
Nursing care 4
Nursing care 5
003

12 (Male: 5, Female: 7)

2 (16.7)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

Degree of nursing
care (n (%))
Need support 2
Height (m)

Weight (kg)

4 (80.0)

0 (0)

1.49 ± 0.04
46.4 ± 8.9
*P < 0.05

3 (42.9)

2 (28.6)
1.62 ± 0.07*
62.4 ± 11.8*

Of the 28 subjects, there were 5 people (1 male and 4 females,
85.8 ± 4.5 years) who fulfilled all the criteria of sarcopenia
(severe sarcopenia group) and 7 people (4 males and 3 females,
81.7 ± 5.5 years) who did not fall under any judgment items of
sarcopenia (control group) (Table1).

Table 2 shows the results of comparing the attributes
and physical characteristics of subjects between the severe
sarcopenia group and the control group. There was no significant
difference in gender or age between the two groups. However,
with regard to the level of nursing care, three people (60.0%) in
the severe sarcopenia group required nursing care level 1 which
was significantly higher than the control group of whom none
(0%) required nursing care (P < 0.05). With regard to physical
characteristics of the subjects, both height (severe sarcopenia
group: 1.49 ± 0.04 m, control group: 1.62 ± 0.07 m, P < 0.05) and
weight (severe sarcopenia group: 46.4 ± 8.9 kg, control group:
62.4 ± 11.8 kg, P < 0.05) were significantly lower in the severe
sarcopenia group compared to the control group.

The results of comparing each evaluation and measurement
item between the severe sarcopenia group and the control group
are shown in Table 3. There was no significant difference in
the fall rate of the past year or in lower limb muscle strength
between the two groups. Although the fall rate did not show a
significant difference between the groups, the rate was 40.0%
in the severe sarcopenia group and 28.6% in the control group,
showing a higher tendency in the severe sarcopenia group.
Regarding the parameter of walking, walking velocity (severe
sarcopenia group: 0.67 ± 0.11 m/sec, control group: 1.08 ± 0.16
m/sec, P < 0.01) and walking rate (severe sarcopenia group: 1.79
± 0.19 steps/sec, control group: 2.04 ± 0.08 steps/sec, P < 0.05)
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were significantly lower in the severe sarcopenia group than in
the control group. In each joint angle and joint moment during
one walking cycle, only the hip joint flexion angle at the initial
contact (severe sarcopenia group: 22.5 ± 4.5°, control group:
29.4 ± 3.8°, P < 0.05) and the ankle joint maximum flexion
moment (severe sarcopenia group: 0.84 ± 0.22 Nm/kg, control

group: 1.22 ± 0.08 Nm/kg, P < 0.01) were significantly lower in
the severe sarcopenia group than in the control group. The knee
joint extension angle at the terminal stance (severe sarcopenia
group: -11.9 ± 8.8°, control group: -23.0 ± 7.7°, P < 0.05) was
significantly higher in the severe sarcopenia group than in the
control group.

Table 3: Comparison of each evaluation and measurement item between two groups of severe sarcopenia group and control group.
Severe Sarcopenia Group n = 5

History of falls

History of falls of the past year (n (%))

No history of falls
Hip joint
Knee joint

Flexion [Initial contact]

Joint angle (°)

Extension [Terminal stance]
Flexion [Terminal swing]

Knee joint

Ankle joint
Walking velocity (m/sec)

Hip joint flexion

25.5 ± 4.7

29.3 ± 3.6

8.2 ± 7.9

5.7 ± 4.1

-11.9 ± 8.8

-23.0 ± 7.7*

Extension [Terminal swing]

-13.3 ± 10.2

-18.0 ± 6.7

Dorsal Flexion [Terminal stance]

16.7 ± 5.9

20.8 ± 4.8

Extension [Loading response]

0.53 ± 0.44

0.84 ± 0.40

Flexion [Initial contact]

0.07 ± 0.06

0.08 ± 0.05

Plantar Flexion [Loading
response]

Joint moment (Nm/kg)

Flexion [Terminal stance]

Extension [Loading response]

20.3 ± 7.5
56.0 ± 7.4
3.6 ± 7.6
3.4 ± 5.6

0.39 ± 0.26
0.06 ± 0.22

Flexion [Terminal stance]

-0.02 ± 0.18

Dorsal Flexion [Loading response]

0.04 ± 0.04

Extension [Pre-swing]

Plantar Flexion [Terminal stance]

0.20 ± 0.12

66.4 ± 9.7
2.4 ± 2.0

5.2 ± 10.8

0.57 ± 0.25
0.37 ± 0.33

-0.35 ± 0.32
0.29 ± 0.28

-0.05 ± 0.16

1.22 ± 0.08**

0.26 ± 0.10

0.32 ± 0.02

0.67 ± 0.11

1.08 ± 0.16**

1.79 ± 0.19

2.04 ± 0.08*

0.21 ± 0.08

0.20 ± 0.02

0.29 ± 0.11

0.38 ± 0.11

0.30 ± 0.13
*P < 0.05 **P < 0.01

30.3 ± 7.7

0.84 ± 0.22

Isometric lower limb muscle strength (kgf/kg)

Hip joint extension
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29.4 ± 3.8*

5 (71.4)

Extension [Terminal stance]

Knee joint extension

Ankle joint plantar flexion

22.5 ± 4.5

3 (60.0)

-21.1 ± 6.1

Stride length [stride length/
height] (m/m)
Walking rate (steps/sec)

2 (28.6)

-14.2 ± 8.9

Plantar Flexion [Pre-swing]

Hip joint

2 (40.0)

Extension [Initial contact]

Flexion [Loading response]
Flexion [Initial swing]

Ankle joint

Control group n = 7

0.35 ± 0.12

0.30 ± 0.12
0.49 ± 0.13
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Discussion
When the fall rate of the past year was compared between
the severe sarcopenia group and the control group, the fall rate
was 40.0% in the severe sarcopenia group and 28.6% in the
control group, showing a high tendency in the severe sarcopenia
group. This seems to be because the severe sarcopenia group has
a lower ADL ability than the control group and the risk of a fall
is higher. This was in agreement with a previous study [14-15].
In addition, among walking parameters, no significant difference
was observed in the stride, but walking velocity and walking
rate were both significantly lower in the severe sarcopenia
group than in the control group. Generally, it is reported
that walking parameters such as walking velocity, stride and
walking rate decrease with age [19-21]. However, in this study,
the walking velocity and the walking rate of the control group
were about the average value for the general elderly, whereas
in the severe sarcopenia group it was lower than the average
value for the general elderly. Therefore, we considered that
both these parameters are affected not only by age but also by
sarcopenia, and that the state of sarcopenia can be reflected in
the comparison between the severe sarcopenia group and the
control group.
As a result of comparing walking characteristics between
the severe sarcopenia group and the control group, we found
that the maximum plantar flexion moment of the ankle joint
at the terminal stance in the severe sarcopenia group was
significantly lower than that in the control group. That is, the
severe sarcopenia group had weak kicking out of the lower limb
required to move the body forward in walking, indicating that
the walking velocity was lowered. In general, one of the causes
of the decrease in walking velocity is considered to be muscle
weakness accompanying muscle atrophy due to aging [22].
In the severe sarcopenia group of this study, the lower limb
muscle strength was also lower than in the general elderly. In
other words, it seems that there is a possibility that reduced
muscle strength of the lower limb may influence the decrease in
walking velocity in the severe sarcopenia group. However, when
the lower limb muscle strength of the severe sarcopenia group
was compared with the control group, no significant difference
was found between the two groups. This is probably due to the
fact that the number of subjects in this study was small and it
was difficult to obtain statistically-significant differences, or that
the items for direct evaluation and measurement of lower limb
muscle strength were not included in the criteria of sarcopenia.
In other words, not only the lower limb muscle strength but
also other factors may be influenced by the state of sarcopenia.
Therefore, from the results of this study, we considered that
the cause of the decrease in the walking velocity of the severe
sarcopenia group suggests that the reduction of muscle strength
of the lower limb muscle may not be the only pertinent factor.
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Other causes of the decrease in walking velocity are a decrease
in muscle weakness of the trunk muscles, etc. Unlike the upper
limbs and lower limbs, trunk muscles are greatly involved in
maintenance of postures such as sitting and standing. Therefore,
the trunk muscles are considered to be less susceptible to
the influence of sarcopenia, which is mainly responsible for
the decrease of type II fibers, because the proportion of type
I fibers is greater in the trunk muscles than that of the limb
muscles [23-26]. However, according to a report by Ikezoe et
al. [27] which investigated muscle atrophy of the trunk muscle
accompanying aging, in the elderly with independent walking,
the rate of decrease of the internal abdominal oblique muscle
and external abdominal oblique muscle among the trunk
muscles was as large as 47.6% and 40.2% respectively. In frail
elderly people who need assistance in walking, the rate of
decrease of the transverses abdominis muscle, the multifidus
muscle, and the thoracic erector spinae muscle among the trunk
muscles was about 3 to 4 times greater than that in the elderly
with independent walking. In other words, the trunk muscle
may also be affected by sarcopenia. Since the back muscles such
as the transverses abdominis muscle, the multifidus muscle,
and the erector spinae muscle function in maintaining posture
and protecting the spinal column, so, as their muscle strength
decreases, postural changes such as kyphosis occur more easily
[28-29]. In addition, muscular weakness of the trunk muscle is
thought to be one of the causes of lower back pain [30]. Because
low back pain presents walking disturbance, it is considered
that walking velocity may also be affected. Therefore, one of
the causes of the decrease in walking velocity in sarcopenia of
elderly people who require support and care may be that the
trunk muscles are influential.

In the future, in order to prevent the severity of nursing
care due to sarcopenia and falls, it is necessary to clarify the
relationship between sarcopenia and walking. Therefore, we
will focus on the trunk muscles considered as one of the causes
of walking velocity decline in sarcopenia of elderly people who
required support and care, which we aim to further compare and
examine.

Conclusion

In the severe sarcopenia group, despite no clear difference in
the lower limb muscle strength compared to the control group,
a decrease in walking velocity was observed. Therefore, this
study suggested that reduced lower limb muscle strength is not
the only cause of the decrease in walking velocity in frail elderly
people with sarcopenia.
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